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1. Implementation Details

1.1. Generalizable 3D Representation z

EVE-NeRF alternates the aggregation of epipolar and view
dimensions’ features through the VEI and EVI modules,
resulting in the generation of generalizable 3D representation
z that aligns with NeRF’s coordinates. The pseudocode for
the computation of z is as follows:

Algorithm 1: EVE-NeRF:PyTorch-like Pseudocode
Input: viewpoints difference ∆ds, extracted

convolution features f c ∈ RN×M×C ,
numbers of aggregation module Nlayer

Output: generalizable 3D representation z
1 X = f c;
2 i = 1;
3 while i ≤ Nlayer do
4 h = X;
5 Q = XWQ,K = XWK ,V = XWV ;
6 X = VEI (Q,K,V ,∆ds);
7 Mean,V ar = mean&var (V , dim = 1);
8 wv = sigmoid (AE (Mean,V ar));
9 X = X ·wv;

10 X ′ = X.permute (1, 0, 2);
11 Q′ = X ′W ′

Q,K ′ = X ′W ′
K ,V ′ = X ′W ′

V ;
12 X ′ = EVI

(
Q′,K ′,V ′,∆ds

)
;

13 Max = max
(
V ′, dim = 1

)
;

14 we = sigmoid (self-attn (Max));
15 X ′ = X ′ ·we;
16 X = X ′.permute (1, 0, 2) + h;
17 i = i+ 1;
18 end
19 z = mean(X, dim = 1) ∈ RN×C ;

1.2. Difference of Views ∆ds

∆ds serves as an additional input to attention computation in
the view transformer and the epipolar transformer, allowing
the model to learn more information about the differences
in views. The pseudo-code for computing ∆ds is shown in
Algorithm 2.

1.3. Difference of Camera Poses ∆pose

∆pose provides camera disparity information for multi-
view calibration, which is merged with epipolar aggregation

Algorithm 2: ∆ds:PyTorch-like Pseudocode

Input: the target ray direction dt ∈ R3, the source
ray direction ds ∈ RM×3 , the number of
sampling points along the target ray N

Output: ∆ds

1 dt = dt.unsqueeze(0).repeat(M, 1);
2 ddiff = dt − ds;
3 ddiff = ddiff/torch.norm(ddiff , dim =

−1, keepdim=True);
4 ddot = torch.sum(dt ∗ ds);
5 ∆ds = torch.cat([ddiff ,ddot], dim = −1);
6 ∆ds = ∆ds.unsqueeze(0).repeat(N, 1, 1) ∈

RN×M×4;

features to obtain geometry consistency prior. The pseudo-
code to compute ∆pose is shown in Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3: ∆pose:PyTorch-like Pseudocode

Input: the target pose matrix P t ∈ R3×4, the source
pose matrix P s ∈ RM×3×4

Output: ∆pose
1 M = P s.shape[0];
2 P t = P t.unsqueeze(dim=0).repeat(M, 1, 1);
3 Rt = P t[:, : 3, : 3];
4 Rs = P s[:, : 3, : 3];
5 T t = P t[:, : 3,−1];
6 T s = P s[:, : 3,−1];
7 ∆R = Rt@RT

s .view(M, 9);
8 ∆T = T t − T T

s ;
9 ∆pose = torch.cat([∆R,∆T ], dim=-1) ∈ RM×12;

1.4. Additional Technical Details

EVE-NeRF network details. Our lightweight CNN con-
sists of 4 convolutional layers with a kernel size of 3×3 and a
stride of 1. BatchNorm layers and ReLU activation functions
are applied between layers. The final output feature map has
a dimension of 32. The VEI and EVI modules have 4 layers,
which are connected alternately. Both the View Transformer
and Epipolar Transformer have the same network structure,
in which the dimension of hidden features is 64 and we use
4 heads for the self-attention module in transformer layers.
For the transformer in Multi-View Calibration, the features
dimension is 64 and head is 4, consisting of 1 blocks. For



Input Layer Output

input Conv2d(3, 32, 3, 1)+BN+ReLU conv0
conv0 Conv2d(32, 32, 3, 1)+BN+ReLU conv1
conv1 Conv2d(32, 32, 3, 1)+BN conv2 0

(conv0, conv2 0) Add(conv0, conv2 0) + ReLU conv2 1
conv2 1 Conv2d(32, 32, 3, 1)+BN+ReLU conv3

Table 1. Network architecture of the lightweight CNN, where conv3
is the output features. Conv2d(cin, cout, k, s) stands for a 2D
convolution with input channels cin, output channels cout, kernel
size of k, and stride of s. BN stands for Batch Normalization Layer.
ReLU stands for ReLU nonlinearity activation function. Add(x, y)
means add x and y.

Input Layer Output

input Conv1d(128, 64, 3, 1)+LN+ELU conv1 0
conv1 0 MaxPool1d conv1
conv1 Conv1d(64, 128, 3, 1)+LN+ELU conv2 0

conv2 0 MaxPool1d conv2
conv2 Conv1d(128, 128, 3, 1)+LN+ELU conv3 0

conv3 0 MaxPool1d conv3
conv3 TrpsConv1d(128, 128, 4, 2)+LN+ELU x 0

[conv2;x 0] TrpsConv1d(256, 64, 4, 2)+LN+ELU x 1
[conv1;x 1] TrpsConv1d(128, 32, 4, 2)+LN+ELU x 2
[Input;x 2] Conv1d(64, 64, 3, 1)+Sigmoid output

Table 2. Network architecture of the 1D convolution AE.
Conv2d(cin, cout, k, s) stands for a 1D convolution with input
channels cin, output channels cout, kernel size of k, and stride of
s. LN stands for Layer Normalization Layer. ELU and Sigmoid
stand for ELU and Sigmoid nonlinearity activation function sep-
arately. MaxPool1d is a 1D max pooling layer with a stride of
2. TrpsConv1d stands for transposed 1D convolution. [·; ·] means
concatenation.

the AE network in Along-Epipolar Perception and the condi-
tioned NeRF decoder are set the same as the experimental
setups of GeoNeRF [7] and IBRNet [12], respectively. The
network architectures of the lightweight CNN, the AE net-
work, and the conditioned NeRF decoder are provided in
Table 1, 2, and 3 respectively.

Naı̈ve dual network details. To further validate the ratio-
nality of EVE-NeRF’s dual-branch structure, in Sec 5.3, we
compared our method with two naı̈ve dual network architec-
tures: the Naı̈ve Dual Transformer and the Dual Transformer
with Cross-Attention Interaction. The Naı̈ve Dual Trans-
former’s first branch is GNT [11], and the second branch is
GNT with epipolar aggregation followed by view aggrega-
tion. The dual branch predicts colors of each branch via a
tiny MLP network directly. And the final color is the average
pooling of the two branch colors. GNT demonstrated that
using volume rendering to calculate color values does not en-
hance GNT’s performance. Hence, we consider it fair to com-
pare EVE-NeRF with these two dual-branch networks. The
Dual Transformer with Cross-Attention Interaction builds

Input Layer Output

z Linear(64, 128) bias
γ(p) Linear(63, 128) x0 0

x0 0,bias Mul(x0 0,bias)+ReLU x0
x0 Linear(128, 128) x1 0

x1 0,bias Mul(x1 0,bias)+ReLU x1
x1 Linear(128, 128) x2 0

x2 0,bias Mul(x2 0,bias)+ReLU x2
x2 Linear(128, 128) x3 0

x3 0,bias Mul(x3 0,bias)+ReLU x3
x3 Linear(128, 128) x4 0

x4 0,bias Mul(x4 0,bias)+ReLU x4
[x4;γ(p)] Linear(191, 128) x5 0
x5 0,bias Mul(x5 0,bias)+ReLU x5

x5 Linear(128, 16)+ReLU alpha raw
alpha raw Mul(4, 16) alpha0

alpha0 Linear(16,16)+ReLU alpha1
alpha1 Linear(16,1)+ReLU alpha

[x5;γ(d)] Linear(191,64)+ReLU x6
x6 Linear(64, 3)+Sigmoid rgb

Table 3. Network architecture of the conditioned NeRF decoder.
z, p, and d stand for the generalizable features, the coordinates
of 3D sampling points, and the directions of rays, individually. γ
stands for positional encoding in NeRF. Linear(cin, cout) stands for
a linear layer with input channels cin and output channels cout. Mul
stands for element-wise multiplication. MHA(head, dim) stands
for a multi-head-attention layer with the number of head head and
attention dimension dim. [·; ·] means concatenation.

upon the Naı̈ve Dual Transformer by adding a cross-attention
layer for inter-branch interaction. These dual network archi-
tectures are illustrated in Figure 1.

2. Multi-View Epipolar-Aligned Feature Extrac-
tion

Let Kt and P t = [Rt, tt] represent the camera intrinsic and
extrinsic parameters for the target view, and let ut be the
pixel coordinates corresponding to the target ray R. In this
case, R can be parameterized in the world coordinate system
based on the delta parameter as follows:

R(δ) = tt + δRtK
−1
t [u⊤

t , 1]
⊤. (1)

Next, we sample N points {pi}Ni=1 = {R(δi)}Ni=1 along
R and project them onto the j-th source view:

dij [u
i
j

⊤
, 1]⊤ = KjR

−1
j (pi − tj), (2)

where ui
j is the 2D coordinates of the i-th sampled point’s

projection onto the j-th source view, and dij is the cor-
responding depth. Clearly, the projection points of these
sampled points lie on the corresponding epipolar line in



(a) Naı̈ve Dual Transformer (b) w/ Cross-Attention Interaction

Figure 1. Naı̈ve dual network architecture. We design 2 baselines of dual networks for comparison: a) the Naı̈ve Dual Transformer and
b) the Dual Transformer with Cross-Attention Interaction. Table 4 demonstrates that our proposed method, EVE-NeRF, exhibits superior
generalization capabilities for novel view synthesis.

(a) Ground Truth (b) MVSNeRF (c) MatchNeRF (d) EVE-NeRF

Figure 2. Qualitative comparison of our generalizable GeoNeRF model with MVSNeRF [1] and MatchNeRF [3] in the few-shot setting. Our
proposed method, EVE-NeRF, not only has higher rendering of new view pictures but also provides more accurate and detailed depth maps
(without ground-truth depth supervision).This is due to the fact that EVE-NeRF provides accurate geometric and appearance a prior of
multiple views for the model through the complementary structure of epipolar aggregation and view aggregation.

that view. Next, we obtain the convolution features f c =
{f c

i,j}
N,M
i=1,j=1 in {F c

i}Mi=1 for these projection points via bi-
linear interpolation. Therefore, for the target ray R, we now
have the multi-view convolution features f c ∈ RN×M×C

for R, where C is the number of channels in the convolution
features.

3. Feature Aggregation Network Proposed in
Other Domains

Dual-branch network structures are commonly used in com-
puter vision tasks [2, 5, 9, 13]. For instance, Simonyan [9]
introduced a dual-stream network for action recognition in
videos, consisting of a temporal stream for optical flow data
and a spatial stream for RGB images, with the outputs from
both branches being fused in the end. CrossVIT [2] is a vi-



(a) LLFF datasets

(b) Blender datasets

Figure 3. Qualitative comparison with naı̈ve dual network architec-
tures.

sual Transformer model based on dual branches, designed
to enable the model to learn multi-scale feature informa-
tion by processing different-sized image patches through
the dual-branch network. DAT [5], on the other hand, is a
transformer-based image super-resolution network that ag-
gregates spatial and channel features through alternating
spatial window self-attention and channel self-attention, en-
hancing representation capacity. Our approach does not fol-
low the naive dual-branch structure. Instead, we introduce
the along-epipolar perception and the multi-view calibration
to compensate for the shortcomings in information interac-
tion of the other branch. Besides, our dual-branch network
demonstrates the efficient interplay between branches.

(a) Branch1 Rendering Results (b) Branch2 Rendering Results

Figure 4. Qualitative comparison with dual branches within the
Naı̈ve Dual Transformer

4. Additional Results

4.1. Qualitative Comparison for Setting 2

A qualitative comparison of our method with the few-shot
generalizable neural rendering methods [1, 3] is shown in
Figure 2. The novel view images rendered by our method
produce minimal artifacts and can render the edge portion
of the image and weakly textured regions. In addition, we
generate a novel view depth map with 3 source views input
through the volume rendering [8]. From Figure 2 we can
observe that our generated depth map is more accurate and
precise in terms of scene geometry prediction. This indicates
that our proposed EVE-NeRF can extract high-quality ag-
gregated features that imply the geometry and appearance of
the scene, even in a few-shot setting.

4.2. Per-Scene Fine-Tuning Results

We fine-tune for 60, 000 iterations for each scene on the
LLFF dataset. The quantitative comparison of our method
with single-scene NeRF is demonstrated as shown in Ta-
ble 4. We compare our method EVE-NeRF with NeRF [8],
NeX [14], and NLF [10]. Our method outperforms baselines
on the average metrics. The LPIPS of our method is lower
than NLF by 13.4%, although NLF requires larger batchsize
and longer iterations of training.

4.3. Qualitative Comparison With Naı̈ve Dual Net-
work Methods

As depicted in Figure 3a, we showcase a qualitative compar-
ison of our approach with two other dual-branch methods
on the Room and Horns scenes from the LLFF dataset. Our
approach exhibits fewer artifacts and a more accurate ge-
ometric appearance. Specifically, in the Room scene, our
method avoids the black floating artifacts seen in the chair
and wall in the other two methods. In the Horns scene, our
approach accurately reconstructs the sharp corners without
causing ghosting effects. Figure 3b illustrates the qualitative
comparison results in the Materials scene from the Blender
dataset. It is evident that our method outperforms other dual-
branch methods in rendering quality.



Models Room Fern Leaves Fortress Orchids Flower T-Rex Horns Avg

NeRF [8] 32.70 25.17 20.92 31.16 20.36 27.40 26.80 27.45 26.50
NeX [14] 32.32 25.63 21.96 31.67 20.42 28.90 28.73 28.46 27.26
NLF [10] 34.54 24.86 22.47 33.22 21.05 29.82 30.34 29.78 28.26

EVE-NeRF 33.97 25.73 23.78 32.97 21.27 29.06 29.18 30.53 28.31
(a) PSNR↑

Models Room Fern Leaves Fortress Orchids Flower T-Rex Horns Avg

NeRF [8] 0.948 0.792 0.690 0.881 0.641 0.827 0.880 0.828 0.811
NeX [14] 0.975 0.887 0.832 0.952 0.765 0.933 0.953 0.934 0.904
NLF [10] 0.987 0.886 0.856 0.964 0.807 0.939 0.968 0.957 0.921

EVE-NeRF 0.983 0.894 0.891 0.961 0.797 0.935 0.960 0.961 0.923
(b) SSIM↑

Models Room Fern Leaves Fortress Orchids Flower T-Rex Horns Avg

NeRF [8] 0.178 0.280 0.316 0.171 0.321 0.219 0.249 0.268 0.250
NeX [14] 0.161 0.205 0.173 0.131 0.242 0.150 0.192 0.173 0.178
NLF [10] 0.104 0.135 0.110 0.119 0.173 0.107 0.143 0.121 0.127

EVE-NeRF 0.060 0.140 0.119 0.089 0.186 0.103 0.095 0.086 0.110
(c) LPIPS↓

Table 4. Single-scene fine-tuned comparison results for the LLFF dataset

While adding the cross-attention interaction mechanism
can enhance the performance of generalizable novel view
synthesis, it is apparent from Figure 3 that the rendered novel
view images still exhibit artifacts and unnatural geometry. In
some cases, the reconstruction quality of certain objects may
even be inferior to the naı̈ve dual transformer, as observed
in the upper-left part of Figure 3b. This could be attributed
to the limitation of the cross-attention interaction mecha-
nism in aggregating features across both epipolar and view
dimensions simultaneously.

Furthermore, we individually visualized the rendering
results of each branch within the Naı̈ve Dual Transformer, as
depicted in Figure 4. It was observed that the second branch
based on the epipolar transformer produced blurry rendering
results. This is likely due to the absence of geometric priors,
as interacting with epipolar information first can make it
challenging for the model to acquire the geometry of objects.
Therefore, aggregating view-epipolar feature naı̈vely may
cause pattern conflict between view dimension and epipolar
dimension. Instead of naı̈ve feature aggregation, the dual
network architecture of EVE-NeRF aims to compensate for
the inadequacies in the first branch’s interaction with infor-
mation in the epipolar or view dimensions, providing the
appearance continuity prior and the geometry consistency
priors.

5. Limitation
Although our approach achieves superior performance in
cross-scene novel view synthesis, it takes about 3 minutes to

render a novel view image with a resolution of 1008× 756,
which is much longer than the vanilla scene-specific NeRF
approach [4, 6, 8]. Nevertheless, we must admit that the
simultaneous achievement of high-quality, real-time, and
generalizable rendering poses a considerable challenge. In
light of this, we posit that a potential avenue for further
exploration is optimizing the speed of generalizable NeRF.
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